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SUMMARY
Continuing one's education is a challenging task
for anyone. It is even more so for the isolated
oractitioner.
How can doctors, even those in remote areas, be
helped to effectively continue their medical
education?
This paper attempts to answer this question
using a problem-solving approach, using the
following outline:
1. Definition, Aims and Objectives of Continuing
Medical Education - are they appropriate?
2.The Problems - esoeciallv those encountered
by the rural doctor.
3. Teaching and Learning Theory - some
observations.
4. The Implications for Continuing Medical
Education. The approach taken by the
Department of Family Medicine at Medunsa is
described. Five basic premises are stated and
their implications discussed.

*Paper deliuered at Wonca Crmgrcss in Singafrire Mat 1983
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"The gmd leamer is the one who has Srasped the truth thnt
the mnin source of his deuelopntent as a pltysicinn lies not
in some distnnt center of learning bwt in the dnyto-dny
experience of his own practice. "

I R lVlcWhinneyl

McWhinney's statement is particularly applicable to the
isolated practitioner. Indeed, the opportunity for continuing
one's medical education, using present CME programmes,
decreases in aimost direct proportion to one's distance from
a university or hospital teaching centre.

The Medical University of Southern Africa and Ga-Rankuwa
Hospital are located on the border of Bophuthatswana and the
Republic of South Africa. The Department of Family
Medicine is engaged in the coordination and teaching of
undergraduate, graduate, and postgraduate programmes.
The department has a substantial patient care commitment
through the hospital's outpatient and casualty departments
and through sixteen clinics scattered throughout the ODI
district of Bophuthatswana and the neighbouring township,
Soshanguve, in the RSA, servingapproximately 800 000 ur-
ban and rural black South Af icans. A significant proportion
of the graduates will enter general practice in rural districts
and the postgraduate programmes include educational oppor-
tunities for general practitioners in remote areas.

The problem addressed in the paper is that of how to enable
doctors, even those in remote areas, to effectively continue
their medical education.



continuing medical education

DEFINITION, AIMS, AND OBJECTTVES

It is difficult, if not impossible, to define continuing medical
education meaningfully, except in terms of its aims and
objectives.

The ultimate aim of continuing medical education is usually
stated as being, "to improve the quality of care given
byphysicians" 2'3'4'5

The main objective quoted as being necessary to fulJil this aim
is that of improved professional competence'n. This is most
often attempted by programmes designed 'to close the much
discussed knowledge gap'7.

True learning implies change.

The assumption is that'closing the knowledge gap' will lead
to 'greaterphysician competence', which, inturn, willlead to
the provision of better quality health care. It is taken for
granted that improved quality of health care will lead to
healthier patients and thus to a healthier society. But there is
no such straighfforward connection. Parietteo points out that
the evaiuation of continuing medical education in terms of
whether it exerts a positive influence on the health of a com-
munity is neither practical nor realistic. Ivan Illich'forcibly
reminds us that doctors are not the on1y, nor necessarily the
most importalt factor inlluencing people's health.

Malpractice suits repeatedly reinforce the fact that most
patient-care deficits do not resr-rlt from lack of physician com-
petence, at least not in terms of lack of physician knowiedge.

"...tke training thttt an indiuidunl physicinn undeftaka
after the end of his basic mpdiml eduration, anl where ap-
blimb lp after the end of any additirtnal ulucation for a mreer
as a genzralistora specinlist - trainingtoim.proue his csvn-
petence as apractitioner (not with auiew to gaininganew
qutt ltfui ng di plamn or I i cence) ".t "

This definition serves the purpose of being both explicit and
understandable. However, it also contributes to the concep-
tual problem of continuing medical education as being
something that starts after basic education is finished, rather
than being an integral part of it. Indeed, no mention is made
of continuing medical education in most undergraduate pro-
grammes, or even many postgraduate programmes.

Knowledge does not equal
Iearning.

One further comment concerns the term 'isolated'. The
physical isolation of the rural doctor is obvious. What may not
be as obvious isthe factthat, tosome degree, all medicalprac-
titioners are isolated. They may be isolated from colleagues,
from other members of the health care team, from patients,
and most importantly, even from themselves.

PROBLEMS

Most of the problems encountered by the rural practitioner
when attempting to continue his medical education are not
unique to him, but his physical isolation is certainly an ag-
gravating factor. Seven problems are highlighted below.

1. There is the problem of discontinuity, orfragmentation. Un-
forfunately, a statement made by the World Health Organisa-
tion in 1973 still applies today:

" In mnst cowntries, continuing edrcatirm sunwd to be a ml-
lectim, of unrektted coursa oJfaed Uy nAebaAnt a ge ncia
and in concltninn it wauld appear that mnst of what is na,u
auailttble in the nnme of mntinuing edumtion is neith.er
mnfinwing rutr dumtion; it might better be mlled episodic
ittsttuct'irnt".1l

Houle, a highly respected educator, comments that, "At pre-
sent, the most startling and ironic characteristic of continuing
education is its discontinuity in the experience of the profes-
sional himself"r2. This is particularly true for rural practi-
tioners as they so often depend on periodic courses, offered by
different organisations.

2.There is the mammoth problem of one's previous ex-
perience of education. Brown gives a damning critique of
undergraduate medical education when he states, "The stu-
dent's reservoir of idealism and joy in leaming is systematical-
ly destroyed by a teacher-centered, forced memorisation,
innovation-inhibiting, in{antilising style of medical education
so long fostered by the faculties"l3.

Indeed, many doctors have had their motivation to learn long
since eradicated by years of being taught. The reinforcement
has been for concealment of ignorance rather than its iden-
tification. Another problem resulting from long years of
authoritative-style teaching is that physicians often regard it
as the only legitimate form of further education.

Patient competence is as
important asphysician
competence.

Health care is far too doctor-centred each step of the way! It
is the doctor's knowledge gap that is 'closed', in al effort to in-
crease the doctor's competence, in the hope that the doctorwill
provide better care.

Such importance is attached to medical knowledge and
technology that not only doctors, but also patients, have come
to value doctors interms of the investigations they canperform
and the treatments they can prescribe. Those things that on-
1y people can offer to each other are neglected. When con-
tinuing education emphasises the things outside the doctor
and his patient, ratherthan the things inside each of them that
can be put to use in terms of health care, then its impact is
limited.

In addition to being defined in terms of its aims and objectives,
continuing medical education is also defined in terms of when
it occurs. Consider the following definition accepted by an
expert committee of the World Health Organisation:
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True learning otten begins
without knowing the answer.
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We areobsessed with the notion
that exposure to the learned
assures learning.

3. There are probiems related to the commonly-used teaching
methods for continuing medical education, which are not
based on sound educational principles. The didactic orienta-
tion, with its emphasis on information-transfer, puts the stu-
dent in a passive role, decreasing his likelihood of incor-
porating, remembering or using the given material. The in-
formation transfer model impiies that the problem is one of
knowledge deficit, but practice shows that it is more often one
of performance deficit. To quote Mi11er, "We are obsessed
withthe notionthat exposure to the learned assures learning",
and "use methods that require the physician to do little more
than bask in the learning ofhis teachers"la.

"Adult learning is not most efficiently achieved through
systematic subject instmction; it is accomplished by invol-
ving learners in identifying problems and seeking ways to
solve them"1s. In addition, forced compliance with method
and structure rwrs a highrisk of causing resentmenttowards
both the material and the teacher.

There is no lack of criticism of the so-called 'traditional'

teaching methods, but 'new' teaching methods, with the em-
phasis still on the function of teaching, will not solve the
problem.

4. There is the problem of the irrelevance and the inap-
propriateness of many continuing education programmes.
Present courses are often planned by academics far remo-
ved from the practice realities of rural doctors . This has been
poignantly expressed by Ingle, in his article entitled Counhry
Cowsinstq, where he describes the gulf of experience that
separated the learners from the teachers. He states with some
feelingonbehalf of his rural colleagues thatthe circumstances
in which they are working are not just temporary, difficu1t, or
unforhurate, but factl

Irrelevance is not the only problem of inappropriate continu-
ing medical education. Programmes geared towards highly
technological medicine and dogmatic statements about the
'proper'way to do things, can lead to discontent, decreased
self-confidence, and loss of self-esteem, sometimes with the
tragic consequence of rural doctors leaving their practices
behind for the city, or for a specialty.

5. The very nature of general practice, with its vast array of
undifferentiated problems and its very wide spectrum of
illness makes it more difficult for the generalist to 'keep up-
to-date' than the specialist. Rural practitioners usually have
an even broader scope of practice than their urban colleagues .

6. The nature of the learner group of general practitioners is
heterogeneous - this maybe evenmore h'uefornral doctors
whose needs may differ markedly from one another, depen-
ding on the community in which they serve.

7. And lastly, inaccessibilityto continuingmedical education,
as it is presenfly sh'uctured with the preponderance of courses
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being held at university centres some distance away, is a par-
ticular problem for rural doctors. Compounding this problem
is the fact that there is often no one to take over their practices
intheirabsence. This cangreaflyincrease one's sense of isola-
tion and of being 'out of touch'.

These problems pose a challenge if perceived as real, and can
themselves be an inducement to learning. In fact, this is one
of the key principles to emerge from present-day education
theorv.

TEACHING AND LEARNING

The principles of adult education have been stated by a
number of authorslT'18' 1e' 20 Nine observations of adult
learners are listed below:

1. Adults, as they matwe, move from being dependent
towards self-direction.

2. They become increasingly interested in learning about
things related to real{ife problems; they must be faced
with problems which are perceived as real for them.

quickly and effectively in ringworm,
onvchomvcosis and athletes foot.

1
I
I

J

Part of the cgmprehensive Canesten
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Canesten and Bayer Cross are registered trade marks of Bayer Germany.
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continuing medical education
3. Theybuilduponpreviousknowledge;whattheybring

to a learning situation will greatly influence what they
take from it.

4. They respond best to a non-threatening environment
with a good teacher-learner relationship.

5. They desire to assess themselves against a relevant
standard.

6. They wish to apply new knowledge and skills as soon
as possible, and are likely to retain only what they
can use.

7. They learn more readily from, and rely more increa-
singly on, their own experience.

8. They want to contribute from their own knowledge and
experience to help others.

9. They seek value for their effort, time and money.

In addition, a number of interesting aspects have been
discovered about the learning process itselfl:

a. People learn what they want to learn.

b. Knowledge does not equal learning, and thus students
should be helped to learn rather than to know.

c. True learning is an emotional experience.

d. True learning implies change.

e. True learning often begins without knowing the answer.

f. True learning requires freedom.

Carl Rogers, in his book, Fradnm to lran& , cites exciting
examples of what can happen when students, right from
elementary school to doctorate programmes, are given the
freedom to learn. He notes that when freedom is given, at first
there is resistance and thenthe students seize the opporfuni-
ty and the consequences usually exceed the expectations of
both students and teacher. Rogers focuses on the facilitation
oflearning as opposed to teaching and states that one of the
most important conditions for the facilitation of learning is the
attitudinal quality of the relationship between the learner and
the facfitator. He reports that the same three atfibutes found
to be of such importance in the counsellor, namely, ge-
nuineness, trust and empathy, are also important for pro-
moting learning. But, as Rogers himself is careful to point out,
freedom can onlybe granted inas muchas the facilitatorisable
in himself to grant it; that is, genuineness takes priority. A
deep-seated trust in one's fellow human beings is essential.

IMPLICATIONS
MEDICAL

FOR CONTINUING
EDUCATION

Thus far, some questions aboutthe commonlystateddefini-
tion, aims, and objectives of continuing medical education
have been raised, problems have been discussed, and some
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of the present-day thinking about teaching and learning has
been reviewed.

What are the immplications? This shall be tackled in as con-
crete a way as possible by describing the approach that has
evolved at Medunsa during the past few years. Five basic
premisesfollow:

1. The ultimate aim of continuing medical education
shor-rld be'the improvement of health of patients, their
families and their communify', rather than'the improve-
ment of care given by the physician'.

2. The main objective would be better stated in terms of
the development of 'shared care', between physician
and patient, rather than in terms of 'physician com-
petence'. Patient competence is at least as important as
physician competence.

3. For shared care to be put into practice, doctors must
come to appreciate its value andtheymustbecome skill-
ed in its facilitation.

4. To become skilled facilitators of patients' iearning,
doctors themselves must have experience and
understanding of the learning process. Health care per-
sonnel teach as they have been taught and this rnderlies
many of the pastfailures of attempted healtheducation.

5. Education is one continuing process. 'Continuing

medical education' should start at the beginning of basic
medical education, not at its end. Thus, the same ap-
proach to learning should be used, for both
r.rndergraduate and postgraduate learners.

At Medunsa, the main teaching{earning tooi is the small
group led by a facilitator, using a patient-centred, problem-
soMng approach. The facilitator's function is to help with the
organisation of the group and to establisha climate conducive
to learning. Patients are sometimes included as participants
in group sessions.

Such an approach has been found to be well-suited for the
facilitation of learning and forthe application of sound educa-
tional principles. Moreover, such an approach goes a long way
towards solving the problems mentioned earlier.

The application of the principles of adult education has, to a
large extent, been dependent on the amount offreedom that
the facilitator has been able to give to a particr.rlar group . The
constructiveness of this freedom has, in turn, been dependent
on the attitudes of the facilitator accompanying it. When the
foeedom given was genuine and was accompanied bytrust and
by empathic rinderstanding, it was found, in accordance with
Rogers'23 experience, that wonderful things happened. One
of the most exciting things tlat was witressed was the increas-
ed sense of responsibility that learners came to feel towards
their own learning.

Self-initiated, self-directed learning is readily stimulated by
confrontation with real problems identified from daily prac-
tice. Group continuity fosters the development of a non-
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Itis atreattoworkwith
enthusiastic learners who are
prepared to identily their own
Iearningneeds.

threatening environment, which allows learners to share free-
ly and to build upon their previous knowiedge and experience.
The influence that such give and take has on the development
of atlitudes, relationship skills, and self-understandingis often
dramatic.

Physician-learners often present patients initially as 'in-

teresting cases', list only well-defined organic diagnoses as
problems and speak in terms of what they have done to and
for the patient. Later, these same doctors start to present pa-
tients as people, with family and social contexts. The problem
lists become much more complex and the patient's role in the
decision-makingprocess, (not only the doctor's), is discussed.

The impact that this approach to education has had on the pro-
blems discussed earlier has been directly proportional to the
duration of its implementation. The most striking thing no-
ticed is the difference in the graduate students who were in-
troduced to this method while undergraduates. It is a treat to
workwith enthusiastic leamers who are prepared tohelp iden-
tifytheirown learningneeds and who take the same approach
to their patients. Their past educational experience is a help,
rather than a hindrance.

The broad scope ofgeneralpractice ceases tobe aproblem to
physician{earners as it comes to be perceived as the oppor-
tunitythatitreallyis - the opporh-rnityto come incontactwith
and to graduallyunderstand more of the whole patientand his
family.

Heterogeneity also, has been experienced, not as a problem,
but as a source of tremendous mutual enrichment. One of the
groups consisted of an Israeii Jew, an Afrikaner, an English-
speaking SouthAfrican, a Canadian, and aZulu. The Zuludoc-
tor presented a seventeen year old Tswana girl who gave a
history of lower abdominal pain since childhood. The patient
had been told by her mother that she had been bewitched
when she was eight years old and that she had'Idliso'. She had
been taken to several lnyangas (toaditional healers) in the hope
that they would be able to make her vomit the 'Idliso' out, but
to no avail. The mother had sent her to the hospital to have it
removed by operation. This patient's previous encounters
with hospital doctors had resr-rlted only in treatment for 'sal-

pingitis' - for which there was no evidence on the record, and
which had refused to be cured!

It remains only to comment on the problem of discontinuity
and inaccessibility. It is anticipated thatboth of these problems
will become less as self-directed learningbecomes more and
more practice-centred. S4rat should be more accessible than
one's daily practice experience, and who cor-rld be more ap-
propriate to meet with than one's neighbouring colleagues?

The small group sessions held in the local community are not
intended to remain the focalpointof the learningprocess but
instead, they are meant to become the stimulus for ongoing
self-education. It is hoped that the learner-practitioners will
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Teaching is relatively easy ;
helping someone to learn is
exhausting.

come to see the groups as their own and continuing medical
education as part of their life style, not as something impo-
sed from the outside.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The role of providers of continuing medical education, has
changed from thatof supplyingspeakers and teachers to that
of providing learning-faciiitators and resources.

The Medunsa experience has been in accord with that of
Miller: "Teaching is relatively easy, helping someone to learn
is exhausting"2a.

Finaliy, one last attempt at a definition of 'continuing medical
education'is offered:

The ongoing process which f acilitates th e selt-
initiated self-directed leatning of a physician,
such that he becomes his own facilitator of
learning, with a deeper understanding of
himsell and others, better able to use himselt
for the benefit of his patients, facilitating not
only their healing - but also their learning.
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